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ROLAND ANNOUNCES TD-1KPX2 V-DRUMS PORTABLE  
 

Authentic Playability, Maximum Portability, and  
a Wide Kick Pad for Double-Pedal Setups  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hamamatsu, Japan, September 13, 2017 — Roland has announced the TD-1KPX2 V-Drums 
Portable, the latest addition to the portable V-Drums line. Based on the popular TD-1KPX set 
released in 2016, the TD-1KPX2 features great V-Drums sound, authentic playability with mesh-
head pads, and an innovative folding stand that allows players to transport and store the set without 
having to remove pads and cymbals. In response to user requests, the TD-1KPX2 also includes a 
wider kick pad that supports both double and single kick pedal setups. With its unique compact 
design, the TD-1KPX2 is ideal for enjoying drums in small living spaces, and is also well-suited for 
performing, rehearsals, and music education settings. 
 
Durable and sturdy, the TD-1KPX2’s folding stand sets up in seconds with a standard drum key. The 
user can simply unfold the stand, adjust the pad positions, attach an acoustic kick pedal (not 
supplied), and start drumming. Just as quickly, the stand folds down into a surprisingly small size for 
easy transport or stowing away in a corner, under a table, or in a closet. 
 
The TD-1KPX2 comes with an 8-inch PDX-8 V-Pad for snare and three 6.5-inch PDX-6 V-Pads for 
toms. Mesh heads offer natural rebound, feel, and playability, while Roland’s dual-trigger technology 
provides accurate sensing between the head and rim. Users can now play double-kick patterns, 
thanks to the wider kick pad that accommodates two side-by-side beaters when using a twin 
acoustic kick pedal setup. CY-5 cymbal pads are included for cymbals and hi-hat, providing 10-inch 
playing surfaces and natural swinging movement. The cymbals have separate bow and edge 
triggering, while the hi-hats offer smooth tonal transitions from open to closed. 
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Built into the TD-1KPX2 module is a wealth of enjoyable functions to encourage learning. Users can 
tighten their timing with the built-in metronome, and develop speed, stamina, and accuracy with 
numerous Coach functions. The module also includes many internal songs to jam with, plus a Mix In 
jack for connecting a smartphone or music player to drum along with favorite tunes. And with the 
handy recording function, players can get instant feedback on their progress.   
 
The module also features a USB-MIDI interface, allowing users to enjoy making music with a 
computer. The TD-1KPX2 is ideal for recording realistic MIDI drum tracks in music production 
software. And with the optional DT-1 V-Drums Tutor software, developing players can learn basic 
drumming techniques with fun and engaging exercises. 
 
Roland offers many optional accessories to enhance the drumming experience. For beginning 
players, the DAP-3X V-Drums Accessory Package provides everything needed to start playing the 
TD-1KPX2, including drumsticks, an acoustic kick pedal, and a drum throne. The CB-TDP Carrying 
Case offers a convenient way to transport and protect the TD-1KPX2. Other available accessories 
include quiet kick trigger pedals like the KT-10 and KD-9, the TDM-3 V-Drums Mat for floor 
protection, and the PM-03 Personal Drum Monitor for amplification. 
 
To learn more about the TD-1KPX2 V-Drums Portable, visit Roland.com 
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About Roland Corporation 
Roland Corporation is a leading manufacturer and distributor of electronic musical instruments, 
including keyboards and synthesizers, guitar products, electronic percussion, amplifiers, audio and 
recording products, vocal products and professional audio and video products. With more than 40 
years of musical instrument development, Roland sets the standard in music technology for the 
world to follow. For more information, visit Roland.com.  
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